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ABSTRACT: Strain and band gap engineered epitaxial germanium
(ε-Ge) quantum-well (QW) laser structures were investigated on
GaAs substrates theoretically and experimentally for the first time.
In this design, we exploit the ability of an InGaAs layer to
simultaneously provide tensile strain in Ge (0.7−1.96%) and
sufficient optical and carrier confinement. The direct band-to-band
gain, threshold current density (Jth), and loss mechanisms that
dominate in the ε-Ge QW laser structure were calculated using first-
principles-based 30-band k·p electronic structure theory, at injected
carrier concentrations from 3 × 1018 to 9 × 1019 cm−3. The higher
strain in the ε-Ge QW increases the gain at higher wavelengths;
however, a decreasing thickness is required by higher strain due to
critical layer thickness for avoiding strain relaxation. In addition, we
predict that a Jth of 300 A/cm2 can be reduced to <10 A/cm2 by
increasing strain from 0.2% to 1.96% in ε-Ge lasing media. The measured room-temperature photoluminescence spectroscopy
demonstrated direct band gap optical emission, from the conduction band at the Γ-valley to heavy-hole (0.6609 eV) from 1.6%
tensile-strained Ge/In0.24Ga0.76As heterostructure grown by molecular beam epitaxy, is in agreement with the value calculated using
30-band k·p theory. The detailed plan-view transmission electron microscopic (TEM) analysis of 0.7% and 1.2% tensile-strained ε-
Ge/InGaAs structures exhibited well-controlled dislocations within each ε-Ge layer. The measured dislocation density is below 4 ×
106 cm−2 for the 1.2% ε-Ge layer, which is an upper bound, suggesting the superior ε-Ge material quality. Structural analysis of the
experimentally realistic 1.95% biaxially strained In0.28Ga0.72As/13 nm ε-Ge/In0.28Ga0.72As QW structure demonstrated a strained Ge/
In0.28Ga0.72As heterointerface with minimal relaxation using X-ray and cross-sectional TEM analysis. Therefore, our monolithic
integration of a strained Ge QW laser structure on GaAs and ultimately the transfer of the process to the Si substrate via an
InGa(Al)As/III−V buffer architecture would provide a significant step toward photonic technology based on strained Ge on a Si
platform.
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■ INTRODUCTION

The integration of group-IV-based (e.g., Ge, SiGe, GeSn) light
sources on a silicon (Si) substrate has been intensively studied
for decades without technological impact. It was believed that
this lack of success was due to the quality of material synthesis
and approaches taken to demonstrate the light sources on Si.
However, excellent progress has been made in recent years for
the development of group-IV-based light sources,1−13 opening
up the possibility to have a major impact in the optoelectronic
research field. In particular, the development of novel short-
wavelength near-infrared (NIR) tunable laser sources, in the
range 1.7−2.5 μm, is important for optical coherence
tomography (OCT) and biomedical applications.14−17 It has
recently been discovered with noncoherent light that the
spectrum in the short-wavelength infrared (SWIR) can achieve

a much higher resolution and penetration in opaque living
tissue than NIR, especially in brain tissue imaging.14−17 In
OCT, another property affecting the resolution is the emission
bandwidth: the wider the bandwidth, the higher the resolution
achievable. However, there are a lack of sources in the SWIR
that have the combination of desired intensity and bandwidth
to further enhance OCT in this spectral range. In addition, in
the current Si microprocessors, copper interconnect bottle-
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necks due to resistive power loss for both interchip and
intrachip communication are calling for integrated light
sources. A desirable alternative would be on-chip integrated
photonic devices with Si CMOS technology. However, indirect
band gap semiconductors, Si and Ge, are usually unsuitable for
laser diodes due to their inefficient radiative recombination. In
the work reported in ref 18, a single 1183 nm continuous-wave
of f-chip solid-state laser acts as the light source for the
demonstration of an electronic−photonic microprocessor chip
that enables VLSI technology, by adding nanophotonics as a
new design dimension. It has also been proposed that photonic
devices to be integrated directly with electronics in the CMOS
process enabled a fully functioning electronic−photonic system
on a single chip to be produced in a high-volume electronics
foundry. To achieve such an aggressive goal, extensive research
was pursued on GeSn materials as a function of tin (Sn) alloy
composition1−13,19−31 on Si or GeSn bonded with a virtual
substrate as well as III−V lasers grown on26,32,33 or bonded to
a Si19 substrate. Liu et al.34 played the thermal mismatch
between the deposited Ge layer and the Si substrate that
results in a ∼0.2% tensile strain in the Ge layer during material
synthesis combined with n-type doping (≥7 × 1019 cm−3) in
order to compensate the pseudo-energy-difference between the
Γ- and L-valley (∼120 meV) at the conduction band for the
emission wavelength of 1.55 μm. This approach resulted in a
weak optical gain and emission from the direct gap transition
of a deposited Ge layer. Although this research work is
promising, the defects and dislocations due to lattice mismatch
in the active Ge lasing media on Si in addition to the fixed laser
wavelength due to the fixed strain/doping suggest that an
alternative approach for a tunable wavelength Ge laser on Si is
needed. The modification could be the Ge-based quantum-well
(QW) configuration with proper barrier layers such that they
will provide both carrier confinement (through valence and
conduction band offsets) and optical confinement (through
differences in refractive indices) and hence achieve low
threshold current density (Jth) and high efficiency (η). This
hybrid integration of a strained Ge (ε-Ge) QW design through
barrier materials-based electronic-−ptoelectronic devices with
Si CMOS technology would revolutionize technology needs in
the near future.
In this paper, we have designed and demonstrated a 1.95%

strained Ge QW laser structure (In0.28Ga0.72As/13 nm ε-Ge/
In0.28Ga0.72As) through modeling and experimentally via strain
and a band-gap-engineered epitaxial Ge layer using an
interconnected dual chamber solid source molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) deposition system. This method offers design
flexibility to provide tunable strain to Ge and hence the band
gap, by changing indium (In) composition in the InxGa1−xAs
barrier materials during material synthesis. In addition, this
approach provided direct band gap Ge and type-I band
alignment,35 both being needed for carrier and optical
confinement. These Ge QW laser structures were characterized
using high-resolution X-ray diffraction for strain analysis and
structural properties, and cross-sectional and plan-view trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) for defect properties. The
room-temperature optical properties using photoluminescence
(PL) spectroscopy, materials analysis, and Ge laser modeling
using FIMMWAVE36 were demonstrated as a first step toward
the development of Ge-based light sources. Therefore, our
monolithic heterogeneous integration of a tunable wavelength
Ge laser structure (via strain and band gap engineering) on
GaAs and ultimately the transfer of the process to a Si

substrate using an InGa(Al)As/III−V buffer architec-
ture31,37−41 would provide a paradigm shift for photonic
technology on Si.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Strain Dependent ε-Ge/InxGa1−xAs Electronic Struc-

ture Calculations. The first step in demonstrating that
strained ε-Ge can produce an enhancement in optical gain is
determining the strain and layer thickness conditions that
increase direct band electron−hole recombination. Figure 1

shows the calculated electronic band structure of Ge with
applied (100) biaxial strain corresponding to Ge grown on
InxGa1−xAs at different In concentrations, which correspond to
those grown and studied in this work. In terms of band
structure, optical gain depends on the competition between the
single Γ and the four L conduction band valleys in Ge. In
unstrained bulk Ge, the minimum of the conduction band is at
the four L-valleys, while the direct Γ-valley lies 120 meV above
the L-valley minimum (see Figure 1a). Biaxial tensile strain
lowers the Γ-valley, reaching the indirect-to-direct conduction
band transition at In content x = 0.24, corresponding to a
strain of ε = 1.62%, and is consistent with previous
observations.31,40 Further strain turns Ge into a direct band
semiconductor. The separation between the L-valley and Γ-
valley with increasing strain, as indicated by green and pink
lines (by increasing indium content in the InxGa1−xAs layer) in

Figure 1. Electronic band structure of strained Ge calculated using a
30-band k·p approach at 0 K. Biaxial strain applied is (a) 0.2%, (b)
1.62%, and (c) 1.96%. Xz is the X point in the direction of growth.
The inset shows the energy difference of the conduction band
minimum on the left (L) and the gamma point (Γ) in each strain
amount. At 1.96% strain level, the Γ point is lower than the L point in
the conduction band. (d) Theoretical band gap versus indium (In)
dependence of the Ge/InxGa1−xAs system, and the indirect to direct
band gap of Ge occurs at about 22−24% In composition in
InxGa1−xAs.
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each case, is shown in the inset of Figure 1. It is important to
note that the density of states (DOS) of the L-valley is ∼50
times larger than that of the Γ-valley, including the 4-fold
degeneracy (see the much larger effective mass of the L-valley
relative to the Γ-valley in the energy dispersion shown in
Figure 1a). Therefore, most of the injected electrons will
populate the L-valley unless strain can induce enough
separation between the valleys. Lowering the Γ-valley
sufficiently below the L-valley (see Figure 1c) so that most
injected electrons populate the Γ-valley should see a very large
increase in gain. However, gain will increase at longer
wavelengths and lower injection densities than in bulk Ge
with any lowering of the conduction band Γ-valley, as this is
the only direct-band recombination channel. The high strains
required to sufficiently lower the Γ-valley to capture most
injected carriers may limit the thickness of the ε-Ge that can be
grown, due to critical thickness constraints. As we will see later,
quantum confinement pushed the Γ-valley (see Figure 1d)
higher in energy faster than the L-valley, due to the small
effective mass of the Γ-valley. Therefore, the thickness at which
the Ge active layer can be grown will play a crucial role in the
gain achievable in a group-IV-based QW laser.
ε-Ge Quantum-Well Laser Design and Modeling:

Selection of Thickness, Strain, and Doping Density.
Figure 2 shows the band gap and 1.95% tensile-strain-

engineered Ge QW laser structure on a GaAs substrate as
well as a schematic representative energy band diagram using
an InxGa1−xAs strain template along with an In0.28Ga0.72As
carrier and optical confinement layer. This Ge QW laser
structure was modeled using the FIMMWAVE mode solver
from Photon Design.36 This FIMMWAVE provides a full
vectorial mode solver suitable for modeling the waveguide and
the grating structures with different geometries. In the Ge laser
structure, the In composition in linearly graded InxGa1−xAs
buffer can be varied to a targeted In composition for achieving
a different tensile-strained amount in Ge. This in turn changes
the strain-induced band gap of Ge and hence the lasing
wavelength. One can replace the InGaAs cladding/waveguide
layer by the InAlAs/AlGaInAs layer in the Ge QW laser
structure for superior optical and carrier confinement due to its
larger band offsets and differences in refractive indexes. In our
design, we exploit the ability of Ge/III−V heterostructures to
induce epitaxial stress in the Ge thin film and simultaneously
provide sufficient optical and carrier confinement so as to
realize a practical lasing structure. A first-principles computa-

tion of the Ge/InAlAs electronic structure reveals band offsets
≥0.56 ± 0.1 eV at the ε-Ge/InxAl1−xAs heterointerface,42

corroborated with our experimental band offset results.
Utilizing an MBE growth process, discussed below, we have
demonstrated the feasibility of integrating the tensile-strained
InxGa1−xAs/ε-Ge/InxGa1−xAs QW laser structure on a GaAs
substrate. The 13 nm ε-Ge layer was embedded within lower
refractive index layers of InGaAs for confining the optical
mode and maximizing mode intensity at the intrinsic region of
the heterostructure. In the center of the optical waveguide, the
ε-Ge QW will provide a confinement for electrons and holes.
One of the most critical design parameters for the Ge laser
structure is the optical cavity and the active material. The
specific thickness of the optical waveguide and finally the laser
source geometry can be designed and optimized by employing
the eigenmode solution methods build in FIMMWAVE.36

Figure 3 shows the simulated energy density profiles and
transverse electric (TE) mode of a 1.95% strained ε-Ge QW
structure. The laser mode is confined in the InGaAs layers
above and below the active ε-Ge lasing medium, shown in
Figure 3a,b. Vertical and horizontal energy density profiles
visualize the intensity drop to the edges of the InGaAs layers.
According to vertical cross-section in the center of mode,
∼84% of TE mode is confined in the undoped In0.28Ga0.72As
region. In addition, the mode penetration is higher into the
bottom InGaAs layer, and it was due to the abrupt refractive
index change from the top InGaAs layer to air at the upper as
compared to the bottom barrier layer. However, the majority
of the TE mode can be confined within the ε-Ge layer (it
depends on the layer thickness and amount of strain) by
inserting a large band gap Al0.3In0.28Ga0.42As (lower refractive
index) layer on both sides of the In0.28Ga0.72As/ε-Ge/
In0.28Ga0.72As lasing media, as shown in Figure 4. The
refractive index of each layer is also included for a better
understanding of the optical confinement. In this structure, the
total In0.28Ga0.72As layer thickness in each side of ε-Ge is
divided into a combination of In0.28Ga0.72As and
Al0.3In0.28Ga0.42As layers. Here, the Al0.3In0.28Ga0.42As layer
acts as a separate confinement heterostructure (SCH), and the
large differences in refractive indices between the ε-Ge and the
Al0.3In0.28Ga0.42As barrier layer prevent the optical mode
penetration onto the bottom and upper InGaAs layer,
supported by the simulated optical mode, shown in Figure 5.
The ternary InGaAs layer on both sides of the ε-Ge layer is for
the ease of the growth of the Ge QW laser structure during the
MBE growth process as compared to the direct growth of a
quaternary Al0.3In0.28Ga0.42As layer on the top of the ε-Ge layer.
The bottom Al0.3In0.28Ga0.42As layer growth is trivial as
compared to the upper Al0.3In0.28Ga0.42As layer due to the
competition of the adatom mobility of each constituent on the
surface at the growth temperature. Note that aluminum (Al)
adatom mobility on the growth surface is lower than either In
or Ga43 and thus needs a higher growth temperature than the
In or Ga containing film. Therefore, the combination of the
Al0.3In0.28Ga0.42As/In0.28Ga0.72As barrier layer on the ε-Ge laser
structure is indispensable for the consideration of growth as
well as both carrier and optical confinement.
Laser efficiency is in large part determined by the dynamics

of the carriers in the Ge lasing layer. Using a first-principles 30-
band k·p electronic structure theory approach,25,40,44 we have
determined the optical gain, threshold current density Jth, and
loss mechanisms that dominate the laser structure. The direct
band-to-band gain (G) was calculated using the full band

Figure 2. (a) Ge laser structure on GaAs with a tunable surface lattice
constant of a mixed-cation InGaAs ternary buffer layer architecture.
The III−V optical cavity is also designed for the tunable wavelength
Ge laser structure. (b) Schematic representation of the energy band
diagram for the In0.28Ga0.72As/ε-Ge/In0.28Ga0.72As laser structure (it is
not to scale).
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structure of Ge at three strain configurations (0.2%, 1.62%, and
1.96%) including quantum confinement which are shown in
Figure 6 at different injected carrier concentrations in the
range from 3 × 1018 to 9 × 1019 cm−3. The gain, G, is
calculated using1

∑ν
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| ′| − − −
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where ν is the laser frequency, V is the active region volume, nb
is the background refractive index, γ is the dephasing rate (see
ref 1), ϵ0 and c are the permittivity and the speed of light in a
vacuum, and |Pk,n,n′|

2 is the dipole matrix for optical transition
between crystal momentum k-points in the n conduction Γ-

valley and n′ heavy hole (HH)/light hole (LH) valleys. Finally,
the contribution to the current density (Jsp) from spontaneous
emission was calculated using1
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where d is the active region thickness, μeh is the electron−hole
quasichemical potential energy separation that satisfies the
transparency condition in the gain spectrum G(ν) = 0 at a
given carrier concentration, and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
To our knowledge, these are the first results that consider the

Figure 3. Simulated (a) energy density profiles and (b) TE mode of the 1.95% ε-Ge laser structure using FIMMWAVE.

Figure 4. 1.95% strained Ge laser structure on a GaAs substrate with InGaAs ternary buffer. The AlInGaAs layer on both sides of ε-Ge lasing media
is for superior optical and carrier confinement, which is acting as a separate confinement heterostructure. The large difference in refractive index
between Ge lasing media and the adjacent AlInGaAs barrier layer is to provide an optical confinement. The schematic energy band diagram for the
ε-Ge laser structure is shown on the right (it is not to scale).
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entire electronic band structure for the calculation of gain in
this material. We observe that higher strain increases the gain
at higher wavelengths and lower injection concentrations. Note
that the lowest injected carrier density is different for each
figure due to the gain starting at different injections for the
different strain-induced band structures. The injected carrier
density (NI) for each strain level is indicated in Figure 6. In
addition, the decreasing Ge thickness, required by higher strain
due to critical layer thickness to avoid strain relaxation, can

remove some of the advantages (i.e., gain) achieved by the
strain. In order to address this, we have calculated the gain for
1.96% strained Ge at thicknesses of 15 and 30 nm, respectively,
shown in Figure 6c,d. We found that the 1.62% or 1.96%
strained Ge with 30 nm Ge layer thickness is among the best
for gain as a function of photon energy, with gain also starting
at lower injection carrier density. A Ge layer thickness of at
least 30 nm and a strain level of >1.6% are needed for
achieving higher gain at lower NI. The trade-off is between the
achievable strained Ge thickness with highest tensile strain
inside the Ge during growth, and the Ge layer thickness that
must be reduced with higher strain to prevent strain relaxation
in the tensile-strained Ge QW laser structure. Figure 7 shows

the calculated maximum G obtained in the simulations shown
in Figure 6 versus the current density (Jsp): (a) where losses in
the current are ignored and (b) which includes an estimate of
the losses due to Shockley−Read−Hall and Auger recombi-
nation processes based on data from ref 1. To date, no reliable
models of the free carrier absorption exist for this strained Ge
material. We find that increasing strain from 0.2% to 1.62% can
dramatically reduce Jth from 300 to <10 A/cm2, respectively. If
we disregard losses, increasing the strain further to 1.96%
reduces the threshold current density even further, shown in
Figure 7b. This gain in effectiveness is reduced to that of 1.62%
if we include losses. This reduction in effectiveness is a direct
consequence of the limit to the Ge QW thickness with higher
strain inside the Ge layer. The thinner QW results in a smaller
density of states and quantization effect, which limits the gain
(see the difference in effective masses due to curvature change
by strain in Figure 1). On the other hand, if a 1.96% strain is
achieved at thicknesses ≥20 nm, the gain/threshold current
ratio would be much superior as compared to the same
thickness and less strain, thanks to the higher direct band gap
nature of Ge at higher strain. Therefore, one can find from the
first-principles calculation that the gain increases with lower
energy for 1.96% strained Ge with increasing Ge thickness
from 15 to 30 nm, and the threshold current density decreases
with increasing strain and thickness, studied here. Thus, one
needs to account for a feedback from experiments to realize a
realistic model of the emission in this laser material.

Materials Analysis of ε-Ge and ε-Ge Laser Structure.
Defect Analysis of ε-Ge Epilayers via Plan-View TEM. As we
have showcased in Figure 7, there is need for direct band gap
Ge for light sources via strain engineering; we have
experimentally demonstrated the tunable tensile-strained
epitaxial ε-Ge layers in the strain ranges from 0.0% to
1.95%31,35,38−40 on GaAs and Si substrates using an InGaAs

Figure 5. Simulated optical mode in the 1.92% ε-Ge QW laser
structure, shown in Figure 4, using FIMMWAVE.

Figure 6. Calculated optical gain vs photon energy at 300 K at various
injected carrier densities NI for (a) 30 nm Ge/In0.03Ga0.97As, with ε =
0.2% strain; (b) 30 nm Ge/In0.24Ga0.76As, with ε = 1.62% strain; (c)
15 nm Ge/In0.29Ga0.71As, with ε = 1.96% strain; and (d) 30 nm Ge/
In0.29Ga0.71As, with ε = 1.96% strain. The injected carrier density, NI,
for each strain level is indicated in each panel. Here, higher strain
increases the gain at higher wavelengths and lower injection
concentrations, and >1.6% strained with at least 30 nm Ge are
needed for achieving higher gain at a lower injection level.

Figure 7. Calculated peak gain vs current density for three strain
configurations. The current density is calculated (a) without and (b)
with losses arising from nonradiative recombination.
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strain template as well as 1.6% and 1.95% strained InGaAs/ε-
Ge/InGaAs QW structures on linearly graded InxGa1−xAs
metamorphic buffer using solid source MBE. These structures
were characterized using different analytical tools31,35,38−40 to
access the material quality. In this aspect, the defect analysis
using plan-view transmission electron microscopy (PV-TEM)
is indispensable since the defects can cause the losses in the ε-
Ge lasing media, as shown in Figure 7b. Thus, the
determination of the defect density is of utmost importance
for mismatch epitaxy especially the tensile-strained Ge layer.
Figure 8a,b shows the 0.7% ε-Ge and 1.2% ε-Ge layer
structures grown on GaAs substrates using a graded
InxGa1−xAs strain template and PV-TEM micrographs of
each structure. It is worth noting that the MBE grown ε-Ge
epilayer thicknesses, 15 nm (ε-Ge/In0.11Ga0.89As) and 30 nm
(ε-Ge/In0.17Ga0.83As), remain well below the calculated critical
layer thickness values, as we have recently reported35 using
People and Bean’s energy balance model.45 Therefore, it is
expected that the strain relaxation in the epitaxial ε-Ge would
be minimal which can cause additional defects and
dislocations. The dark band in each figure is the bend contour,
which is due to the lattice moving into and out of different
Bragg diffraction conditions. The two-dimensional misfit
dislocation (MD) networks were clearly visible from each
structure and are running in the two ⟨110⟩ orthogonal
direction. Depending on their Burger vector orientation of
these MDs (i.e., parallel, antiparallel, perpendicular, etc.),
different types of interactions were possible.46 In one such
interaction, where Burger vectors are perpendicular, no L-
reaction (i.e., no α and β dislocations cross-slip) is anticipated.
One can find from Figure 8a,b the different misfit dislocation
densities and the character of the dislocation network. Upon
inspecting this figure, we found that the 1.2% ε-Ge sample
showed an array of dislocations similar to 0.7% ε-Ge but with
much longer dislocation segments that were closely spaced. As

we know, the local strain fields of MDs are expected to
occasionally react when orthogonal MDs intersect. These
strain field reactions can cause MDs to repel each other
resulting in L-reactions (both MDs change their glide direction
by 90°).47 L-reactions are statistically expected to occur at 16−
25% of MD intersections in diamond and zincblende materials
when all dislocations have the usual b = 1/2 ⟨110⟩ type
Burgers vectors. Here, we counted no L-reactions for both the
1.2% ε-Ge and 0.7% ε-Ge tensile-strained Ge/InGaAs material
system. We will explain the absence of L-reactions in this
tensile system. The MDs in diamond or zincblende materials
glide in {111} slip planes and have Burgers vectors of the type
b = 1/2 ⟨110⟩ usually angled 60° from the dislocation line.
Normally, such dislocations can easily cross-slip from one
{111} plane to another. However, these MDs can also
disassociate into Shockley partial dislocation (SPD) pairs
with Burgers vectors of the type b = 1/6 ⟨112⟩. Furthermore,
although it has not yet been shown in the Ge/InGaAs material
system, MD disassociation has been shown to occur in tensile
(100) oriented films in other material systems.48−52 This is due
to the fact that, in the (100) tensile system, the leading
Shockley partial dislocation of an SPD pair, the 90° partial is a
pure edge component and has its Burgers vector completely
aligned with the resolved shear stress on the {111} planes; i.e.,
the misfit stress acts on the 90° partial very efficiently. Other
configurations where this occurs are compressive (110) and
(111) growth.49 Due to the alignment of the leading SPD
Burgers vector and the resolved shear stress, MDs nucleate
more easily in these configurations, resulting in a downward
shift in the critical layer thickness compared to compressive
(100) growth.52,53 If the MDs near the surface were
disassociated, it would help explain their straightness since
an SPD is unlikely to exhibit cross-slip. We will explain the
contrast of two orthogonal MDs below. Therefore, the absence
of L-reactions in the dislocation networks in the 1.2% ε-Ge and

Figure 8. PV-TEM micrographs of (a) 0.7% ε-Ge and (b) 1.2% ε-Ge along with their material growth structure, respectively. The misfit dislocation
(MD) networks due to strain relaxation of buffer for each strain amount are clearly visible, implying superior growth of the metamorphic buffer
layer and tensile-strained Ge on top of each strain amount.
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0.7% ε-Ge system is attributed to these networks being
primarily disassociated 60° dislocations. This also implies the
superior growth of relaxed metamorphic graded InGaAs buffer
layer in each case and subsequently the tensile-strained Ge
layer growth on top of each graded buffer. This PV-TEM
micrographs also allows us to determine the defect density of
∼1.2 × 107 and <4 × 106 cm−2 for 0.7% and 1.2% strain,
respectively. These TDD values are likely an upper bound,
since it can also include TDDs from within the InGaAs virtual
substrate, which complicates the accurate assignment of the
dislocation density number solely within the ε-Ge layer.
However, we have performed the defect analysis by the
invisibility criterion g·b = 0, where dislocation arrays (lines)
that exhibit a loss of contrast (the disappearance of the leading
partials, discussed below) are most probably associated with
defects formed in the ε-Ge epilayers. Therefore, some TDDs
or MDs most probably exist within the ε-Ge epilayer. The
individual MDs that form in the ε-Ge epilayer would likely not
have sufficient time or energy to glide and therefore form the
neat MD arrays that we see in the PV-TEM images, if the
epilayer remains mostly strained, as is the case here.
Invisibility Criterion for Disassociated Misfit Dislocations

under Plan-View TEM Imaging. A complete Burgers vector
analysis by the invisibility criterion g·b = 0 was difficult. This is
largely due to the inability to maintain a constant g vector over
a sufficiently large region in a bent specimen foil. Moving to
thicker regions where bending was minimized was not effective
since these extremely thick regions give a substantial dynamical
diffraction contrast due to the diffracted beam being
rediffracted multiple times, weakening the two-beam condition
during measurement. However, in a moderately thick region
(∼400 nm), a constant low index ⟨220⟩ type g vector could be
obtained over a small area, a few μm2, as shown in Figure 8a.
Working within these limitations, we observed that MD lines
parallel to the g vector at the ε-Ge/InGaAs interface retain
significant residual contrast. This is shown in Figure 8a,b and is
also examined quantitatively in Figure 9, which is a
magnification of the image given in Figure 8a. Dislocation
lines in the 0.7% ε-Ge sample parallel to a ⟨220⟩ type g vector
provided ∼40% less contrast than lines perpendicular to g, as
measured in Figure 9. As previously discussed, the MDs are
expected to be disassociated in perfect 60° dislocations, with
the separation distance between the SPDs being constrained by
the 15 nm height of the ε-Ge film. A 60° dislocation with its
line directed along the [101] direction, as shown in Figure 8a,
with Burgers vector b = [ ̅ ]1 011

2
will disassociate into a leading

90° SPD with b = [ ̅ ̅ ]1 1 21
6

and a trailing 30° partial with b =

[ ̅ ]2111
6

. If g is set to [220] as in Figure 8a, the leading pure-

edge dislocation should vanish since both g·b and g·(b × u) are
both equal to zero, where u is a unit vector parallel to the
dislocation line.46 However, the trailing 30° partial will not lose
contrast since g·b = −1. At the scale of the image in Figure 8a,
the contrast caused by the leading and trailing dislocations
virtually overlapping is due to the narrow separation of the
partials. Therefore, when the leading partial loses contrast due
to the diffraction condition, we should still see a dislocation
line due to the trailing partial, but the total contrast should be
measurably reduced. This behavior is exactly what we have
observed here. The loss of contrast appears to occur primarily
on one side of the dislocation line, reflecting the nonzero
separation distance between the leading (invisible) and trailing

(visible) partials. Upon analyzing the detailed formation of
MDs and their interactions, we can conclude that the defect
density is in the well-controlled range of mismatch epitaxy,46

and the room-temperature photoluminescence properties are
another important benchmarking property for tensile-strained
Ge, as discussed below.

Room-Temperature Photoluminescence Properties of
Direct Band Gap 1.6% ε-Ge. An important design parameter
considered for the ε-Ge-based laser structure is the optical
cladding material surrounding the direct band gap Ge. The
cladding material should provide both carrier and optical
confinement in the ε-Ge layer, with minimal-to-negligible
absorption. This cladding material should also permit light
emission from the lasing media, ε-Ge,31,35,38−40 through the
thinner upper barrier. The thickness and composition are also
important such that the refractive indices of the various layers
are suitable for strong optical confinement as well as emission
of the laser wavelength due to the modification of the band gap
via strain engineering in Ge. Figure 10 shows the observed
room-temperature photoluminescence (PL) intensities near
the direct gap obtained from a 30 nm thick 1.6% ε-Ge layer
grown GaAs substrate using graded InxGa1−xAs metamorphic
buffer as a function of excitation power varied from 6 to 23 W/
cm2 under 700 nm Ti:Sa pulsed excitation mode. The spectra
were obtained using an InAs liquid nitrogen chilled detector.
One can find from this figure that, with increasing laser power,
the peak luminescence intensity is increasing, but the peak
position remains at the same position. The lower-energy side
of each PL spectrum is slightly steeper than the high-energy
side. The direct band gap luminescence line shape is less
influenced by reabsorption due to the limited 30 nm thickness
of the Ge layer.54 In addition, one can find from Figure 10 that
the peak energy is at ∼0.6609 eV, which is the direct band gap
transition from the conduction band at the Γ-valley to the
heavy-hole (HH) transition and/or from the L-valley to the

Figure 9. Quantitative contrast analysis of two orthogonal MDs. The
dotted blue lines represent histogram line profiles of the intensity
from the dislocation intersection shown in the top right of Figure 8a.
The dislocation parallel to g has measurably reduced contrast.
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HH transition. From Figure 1b, one can find that the energy
levels of Γ- and L-valleys are almost the same, and the L-valley
will still retain the majority of excited electrons. For the
minimum excitation power density of 6.06 W/cm2, it is likely
that minimal recombination was detectable due to insufficient
filling of Γ-valley states as compared to the majorly filled L-
valley states. At higher excitation power density at this 1.6%
strain level or at higher tensile strain states (e.g., 1.96%), strain-
induced splitting of the Γ- and L-valley conduction band (CB)
minima results in a significantly lower Γ-valley CB minimum;
hence, the direct band gap optical transition from the Ge is
possible. The peak energy position for this 1.6% tensile-
strained Ge at 300 K is in agreement with the band gap versus
misfit strain relation reported by Guiloy et al.55 and Suess et
al.56 for Ge microbridges by photoreflectance spectroscopy at
room temperature. It also agrees with the calculated optical
gain versus photon energy shown in Figure 6b. In most of the
literature,30,31,40,44 the PL spectra were recorded from tensile-
strained Ge grown on III−V buffers with a low-temperature
measurement, and this result is the first room-temperature PL
spectra obtained from the 1.6% biaxially strained Ge grown on
InGaAs buffer. Moreover, this Ge/In0.24Ga0.76As sample
revealed strong Fabry−Perot (FP) oscillations at the maximum
of the gain curve. One can find that the emission wavelength is
centered at about 1.9 μm (Figure 10) and has a wavelength
span within a full width at half-maximum of ∼150 nm. Once
the strain amount inside the Ge is above 1.5%, the L-valley and
Γ-valley are at the same conduction band minimum (see
Figure 1b), and hence, the material is direct band gap, as
reported by our earlier work31,35,38−40 and by others.27,55,56

Beyond the tensile-strained amount of 1.5%, the optical
transition must be from the conduction band at the Γ-valley to
LH or HH. The optical transition from the Γ-valley to LH is
also evident.40 Since the densities of states are small in the LH
band compared with the HH band due to lower effective mass
when separated by strain, one can expect the optical transition
from the conduction band at the Γ-valley to the HH despite
the fact that the LH band is above the HH band, as shown in
Figure 1. The carriers generated during higher optical
excitation at the Γ-valley would not transfer to the L-valley
due to the steeper curvature of the Γ-valley as compared to
that of the L-valley. The Γ-valley states will be deeply

populated as more carriers are injected by optical pump-
ing.21,24,57−59 It has been reported that the percentage of
carrier population in the Γ-valley increased with increasing
optical excitation power.59 One might assume that the indirect-
to-direct crossover point might vary depending on the amount
of tensile strain in Ge, and indeed, several works in the
literature reported the indirect-to-direct crossover point in the
range 1.5−2% tensile strained in Ge.40,55,56 This makes an
ambiguity whether the optical transition is indeed solely from
the conduction band at the Γ-valley, not from the L-valley. In
order to confirm the optical transition, we have plotted the
peak energy as well as integrated PL intensity as a function of
excitation power. Figure 11a shows the peak energy obtained

from Figure 10 as a function of excitation power density. One
can find that the peak position remains constant with laser
excitation power studied in this work, which is in agreement
with the room-temperature steady state recombination
modeling results59 for biaxial tensile-strained Ge with various
strain levels from 0% to 2.5%. This further confirms the direct
band gap of Ge and that the optical transition is from the Γ-
valley due to the higher radiative recombination rate.
It has been widely reported that the laser power dependence

on the near band edge PL can provide the nature of optical
transition in semiconductors and their heterostructures.27,60−62

Figure 11b shows the integrated PL intensity (IPL) obtained
from Figure 10 as a function of excitation power. One can find
that the luminescence intensity increases with excitation
power. The IPL is related to the excitation intensity through
the relation IPL = CPk, where C is a constant, P is the excitation
power density, and k is the power factor.61 It has been reported
that the k < 2 is for indirect transition (e.g., L-to-HH) and k =
2 for the direct transition (Γ-to-HH) for Ge, since the PL
intensity is proportional to the number of electrons and holes
taking place during the recombination process. From Figure
11b, one can find that the integrated luminescence intensity
varies superlinearly with excitation power, which is in
agreement with the reported results by Jain et al.,59

Klingenstein and Schweizer,54 and Arguirov et al.62 for strained
and unstrained Ge, respectively. The k values were obtained in
the range 1.98−2.95 depending on the data set used during the
fitting process. The extracted k value is 2 or well above 2. The
power factor of k = 2.4 was reported by Jain et al.59 for 0.82%
biaxially tensile-strained Ge using steady-state recombination
modeling and k = 6.4 experimentally. Therefore, we can
conclude that the PL spectra obtained here are from the direct
transition in the conduction band at the Γ-valley, and due to
higher excitation, the direct recombination will occur
significantly as compared to the nonradiative recombination
via defects or dislocations. Figure 12 is a zoom-in emission

Figure 10. Room-temperature power dependent PL spectra of a 1.6%
tensile-strained Ge layer on In0.24Ga0.76As/InxGa1−xAs/GaAs, exhibit-
ing the direct band gap recombination.

Figure 11. (a) Peak position as a function of excitation power and (b)
integrated peak intensity with excitation power.
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spectrum measured with a high-gain InGaAs detector, which is
sensitive below 1.7 μm. One can find from this figure the
visible Fabry−Perot oscillation on the top of the PL spectrum.
This signifies the quality of strained Ge material synthesis via
MBE and its Ge/InGaAs heterointerface.
Strain Analysis of the ε-Ge/InxGa1−xAs QW Heterostruc-

ture via X-ray Diffraction. Utilizing the design by the
FIMMWAVE mode solver of the ε-Ge QW laser structure,
as shown in Figure 2, we have grown the ε-Ge QW laser
structure on GaAs substrate using an interconnected dual
chamber solid source MBE system. To determine the
structural quality and relaxation state of the Ge QW laser
structure, reciprocal space maps (RSMs), of symmetric (004)
and asymmetric (115), were recorded during the X-ray
measurement from this structure. Figure 13a,b shows (004)

symmetric and (115) asymmetric RSMs, respectively, for this
structure. Using the measured perpendicular and parallel lattice
constants, we have determined the In composition in the
constant composition upper InGaAs layer. We have found that
the targeted 13 nm ε-Ge QW layer is tensile strained with
respect to the constant composition of the In0.28Ga0.72As
confinement layer that has provided a ∼1.95% amount of the
tensile-strained Ge QW layer. In this laser structure, a 2.0 μm
upper In0.28Ga0.72As barrier layer (same thickness as the
bottom In0.28Ga0.72As barrier layer) was selected for carrier and

optical confinement in the ε-Ge QW. In the InxGa1−xAs
linearly graded buffer, we have selected an In overshoot
composition of ∼30% (∼100 nm thickness) in order to fully
relax the buffer layer when grown on GaAs substrate. The
reciprocal lattice point (RLP) of Ge, In0.28Ga0.72As, graded
InGaAs, and GaAs substrate is clearly visible in Figure 13a,b.
One can find from (004) RSM that the ε-Ge layer is indeed
tensile strained since the RLP of ε-Ge is located on the top
RLP of the GaAs substrate, and the small contour below the
RLP of the In0.28Ga0.72As layer is the RSM of the overshoot
In0.30Ga0.70As layer (the small hump below label
In0.28Ga0.72As). The lowered growth temperature of 450 °C
compared to the bottom InGaAs layer growth temperature
(525 °C) was selected for the upper In0.28Ga0.72As layer growth
on the top of the 13 nm ε-Ge QW layer, just to make sure that
the strain inside the 13 nm ε-Ge QW layer would not relax
during the growth of the upper 2 μm In0.28Ga0.72As layer.
Whether the upper InxGa1−xAs layer is relaxed or lattice
matched with the in-plane lattice constant of ε-Ge QW, cross-
sectional TEM microscopic analysis is essential. If the
composition of the upper InxGa1−xAs layer is different during
growth on top of ε-Ge, one should expect the RLP of that
InGaAs layer beside the RLP of the constant composition
bottom In0.28Ga0.72As layer. Since there was no visible separate
RLP of the constant composition InGaAs layer from the
bottom and top layer, we can ensure that the upper In
composition in the InGaAs layer is almost identical to the
bottom constant In composition of InGaAs. However, the
broadness of the InGaAs contour is due to lattice constant
distortions, i.e., defect-induced broadening. By examining the
cross-sectional TEM analysis of the structure, discussed below,
we can infer that the lattice distortion broadening is due to the
upper InGaAs layer. To further verify this point, the thickness
of the upper InGaAs epilayer is large (2.0 μm) compared to
the overshoot layer within the metamorphic buffer (less than
100 nm). Accordingly, it should have a larger Bragg diffraction
intensity. Due to this, it is possible that a portion of the lattice
contour intensity between the primary InGaAs centroid
(labeled, Figure 13a) and the overshoot layer centroid (the
small, green “hump” in Figure 13a) is due to the upper InGaAs
layer if the upper InGaAs layer were to have a larger lattice
constant than the lower InGaAs layer. Explicitly, this would
indicate that the upper InGaAs layer has a higher In
composition than the lower InGaAs layer and, thus, the lattice
mismatch-induced defect formation in the upper InGaAs layer.
This claim could be further supported by the absence of an
additional diffraction centroid at a higher Qz (lower lattice
constant, lower In composition) than the main InGaAs
centroid (labeled, Figure 13a). By considering the HR-XRD
and cross-sectional TEM data together, we believe that the
measured In composition more accurately reflects that of the
lower InGaAs layer, whereas the upper InGaAs layer likely has
a higher lattice constant (In composition) and was therefore
found to be defective due to the lattice mismatch (evident in
the cross-sectional TEM images below). Because of the defect-
associated distortion to the upper InGaAs diffraction contour,
and its relatively high intensity, the upper InGaAs diffraction
contour exists as a “smear” between the labeled, lower InGaAs
centroid and the unlabeled overshoot layer centroid. Thus, the
referred RLP of the In0.28Ga0.72As layer, as shown in Figure
13a,b, is the signal from both bottom and top InxGa1−xAs
layers. Therefore, RSMs of our 1.95% ε-Ge QW laser structure
on GaAs with top InxGa1−xAs (0.28 < x < 0.30) and bottom

Figure 12. Room-temperature PL spectrum of a 1.6% tensile-strained
Ge layer on In0.24Ga0.76As/InxGa1−xAs/GaAs measured using a high-
gain InGaAs detector, displaying Fabry−Perot oscillation. The inset
shows the zoom-in spectrum from the FP oscillation section.

Figure 13. X-ray reciprocal space maps of a (a) (004) symmetric and
(b) (115) asymmetric scan from the In0.28Ga0.72As/ε-Ge/
In0.28Ga0.72As QW laser structure on GaAs substrate, respectively.
All of these results demonstrated the strained ε-Ge QW. The Ge is
almost fully strained as indicated by the strained line shown in part a
as well as the peak location of the Ge with respect to the GaAs
substrate. Also, the RLP of Ge lies on the top of the RLP of constant
composition In0.28Ga0.72As layer, confirming the ε-Ge.
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In0.28Ga0.72As barrier layers demonstrated the quasi-pseudo-
morphic nature of the ε-Ge layer, where the ε-Ge lattice
constant is in agreement with the in-plane lattice constant of
the In0.28Ga0.72As bottom barrier layer.
Defect Analysis of ε-Ge/InxGa1−xAs QW Heterostructures

via Cross-Sectional TEM. In addition to the X-ray analysis
above, cross-sectional TEM analysis of the ε-Ge QW laser
structure is indispensable. The cross-sectional TEM micro-
graphs of our 1.95% ε-Ge QW laser structure on GaAs with
InGaAs barrier layers are shown in Figure 14. The low- and

high-magnification TEM micrographs, shown in Figure 14a,b,
corresponding to the entire ε-Ge laser structure and the ε-Ge/
In0.28Ga0.72As heterointerface, respectively, highlight the
confinement of lattice mismatch-induced defects below the
region of interest. As can be seen from Figure 14a, the linearly
graded InxGa1−xAs buffer accommodated the misfit strain via
the formation and subsequent glide of threading dislocations,
thereby preventing substantial defect propagation along the
growth direction. Correspondingly, the constant-composition
In0.28Ga0.72As stressor was observed to be absent of long-range
microstructural defects or disorder, implicitly supporting the
high degree of relaxation and crystallinity found via the X-ray
analysis above. Examining Figure 14b, one can find that the
epitaxial ε-Ge and the constant composition In0.28Ga0.72As
stressor exhibited a highly uniform heterointerface. Atom
probe tomography study demonstrated a 6 Å heterointerface
abruptness of the Ge/In0.24Ga0.76As heterostructure (not
shown here). The lattice indexing shows the lattice line
extending from the ε-Ge layer to the In0.28Ga0.72As layer, and it
also shows that the Ge in-plane lattice constant internally
matches with the lattice constant of the In0.28Ga0.72As bottom
layer, demonstrating the tensile strain ε-Ge, which is also
supported by the X-ray analysis above (Figure 13).
As we have demonstrated with the tensile-strained Ge on the

bottom In0.28Ga0.72As layer, the fast-Fourier transform (FFT)
patterns were taken from the top In0.28Ga0.72As/ε-Ge
heterointerface, ε-Ge, and ε-Ge/In0.28Ga0.72As heterointerface,
and the results are shown in Figure 14c−e, respectively. These
results suggest an atomically abrupt heterointerface of lacking
visible atomic interdiffusion or relaxation-inducing misfit
dislocations (MDs). The absence of satellite reflections in
Figure 13c−e confirms a single lattice constant (i.e., aIn0.28Ga0.72As
= aGe) to the diffractogram, thereby providing additional
support for a quasi-ideal pseudomorphic Ge epitaxy, where the
ε-Ge lattice constant matches with the in-plane lattice constant
of the In0.28Ga0.72As bottom and upper barrier layers. In

addition, the inverse FFT patterns were taken from both the
top In0.28Ga0.72As/ε-Ge heterointerface and the In0.28Ga0.72As/
ε-Ge/In0.28Ga0.72As QW part to identify if there are any MDs
present in the top or bottom heterointerface. The recon-
structed HR-TEM micrograph from the top In0.28Ga0.72As/ε-
Ge heterointerface shown in Figure 14b is used to identify the
lattice lines at the interface and hence to identify the types of
dislocations present at the heterointerface. Figure 15 shows the

inverse FFT pattern taken from the part of the In0.28Ga0.72As/
ε-Ge/In0.28Ga0.72As QW which shows the formation of MDs at
the top InGaAs/ε-Ge heterointerface. One can find that the
MDs only appeared in the upper In0.28Ga0.72As layer as linear
defects and are considered as an insertion of an extra half-plane
of atoms (see the blue−pink region), and none were present at
the bottom heterointerface. This would suggest that there is
some degree of lattice mismatch at this interface that resulted
in defect formation and strain relaxation. The fact that these
MDs are absent at the bottom ε-Ge/InGaAs heterointerface
suggests that, on the other hand, the bottom heterointerface is
perfectly lattice matched. Moreover, the thick 2 μm
In0.28Ga0.72As upper barrier layer minimizes the relaxation of
the entire ε-Ge lasing media of 13 nm, which is needed for a
fixed wavelength light emission.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated the strain and band gap engineered
epitaxial ε-Ge layers as well as ε-Ge quantum-well laser
structures through theoretical calculations and experimentally.
The biaxial tensile strained in the range 0.7−1.96% in the ε-Ge
layer was provided by the InGaAs stressor during material
synthesis using molecular beam epitaxy for optical and carrier
confinement. The simulated direct band-to-band gain, thresh-
old current density, and loss mechanisms that dominate the ε-
Ge QW laser structure were calculated. It has been shown that
the higher strain increases the gain at higher wavelengths and
at lower injection concentrations; however, the decreasing ε-
Ge QW thicknesses are needed for higher strains to avoid
strain relaxation. In addition, the Jth can be greatly reduced
from 300 A/cm2 at 0.2% strain to <10 A/cm2 at 1.96% strain
level. The room-temperature PL measurement demonstrated
direct band gap optical emission from the conduction band at
the Γ-valley to HH (0.6609 eV) from the 1.6% strained Ge/

Figure 14. (a) Cross-sectional TEM of the entire laser structure. (b)
HR-TEM view of the In0.28Ga0.72As/ε-Ge/In0.28Ga0.72As QW part.
(c−e) FFT patterns from the upper In0.28Ga0.72As/ε-Ge, ε-Ge, ε-Ge/
In0.28Ga0.72A heterointerface region, respectively. All of these results
demonstrated the strained ε-Ge QW. Figure 15. Filtered FFT pattern of the In0.28Ga0.72As/ε-Ge/

In0.28Ga0.72As QW laser structure, showing the misfit dislocations
only in the upper In0.28Ga0.72As layer.
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In0.24Ga0.76As heterostructure. The threading dislocation
density is below 4 × 106 cm−2 for 1.2% ε-Ge, which is an
upper bound, exhibiting superior material quality. X-ray and
transmission electron microscopy analysis of the experimen-
tally realistic 1.95% biaxially strained In0.28Ga0.72As/13 nm ε-
Ge/In0.28Ga0.72As QW laser structure demonstrated coherent
epitaxy of ε-Ge on In0.28Ga0.72As barrier layers and minimal
relaxation of the Ge layer. Therefore, our strain and band gap
engineered ε-Ge on GaAs and ultimately the transfer of the
process to the Si substrate using III−V metamorphic buffer
would provide a major step toward the integration of Ge-based
photonic devices on Si.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Electronic Structure Calculation. The calculations of the gain G

and current density J are dependent on states of the whole Brillouin
zone: the optical transitions occur around the direct gap at Γ, while
the density of states, carrier density, and chemical potential have a
larger dependence on the conduction band near the L-valley. The
electronic band structure across the whole Brillouin zone was
calculated using the 30-band k·p approach of refs 63 and 64. The
quantization condition was calculated using the “Truncated Crystal
Approximation”65 by considering the k-points in each valley that are
compatible with the boundary conditions given by the thickness of the
QW assuming hard wall boundaries. We justify the use of hard wall
boundaries, rather than a more exact softer approach such as that of
ref 66, by the strong type I nature of the offset between the Ge and
InGaAs layer, with Γ and L respective band offsets of 0.5 and close to
1 eV. This approximation allows us to calculate the quantized sub-
bands across the whole Brillouin zone with the parameters of the Ge
layer only, without the need for iterations including the InGaAs layer.
The detailed methodology of the electronic structure calculations was
discussed in the Results and Discussion section. All parameters of the
strained Ge band structure can be found in ref 63.
Material Synthesis. The epitaxial strained Ge layers in the

thickness range 13−75 nm and Ge quantum-well laser structure was
grown on semi-insulating (100)/2° GaAs substrates. Vacuum
interconnected solid source molecular beam epitaxy growth chambers,
one for Ge and another for III−V materials, were used for material
synthesis. The growth temperature and growth rate of epitaxial Ge
were 400 °C and 0.1 Å/s, respectively. In brief, the GaAs oxide
desorption was taken at 750 °C, measured by a thermocouple, under
arsenic overpressure of ∼10−5 Torr. After the oxide desorption, the
250 nm thick undoped GaAs was grown at 650 °C prior to the
linearly graded InxGa1−xAs metamorphic buffer layer to a targeted In
composition of 0.28 for the 1.95% strained Ge QW structure. Within
the 0.75 μm thick InxGa1−xAs linearly graded buffer, a 100 nm thick
In0.30Ga0.70As layer was inserted in order for the faster relaxation of
the InGaAs graded buffer layer for acting as virtual substrate. The
bottom barrier In0.28Ga0.72As layer thickness of 1.5 μm was grown
prior to the 13 nm Ge layer growth on top of this constant
composition In0.28Ga0.72As layer, which act as a bottom barrier layer.
Note that the sample was vacuum transferred to the Ge MBE
chamber for Ge layer growth and then back to the III−V MBE
chamber for upper 2.0 μm thick InGaAs layer growth. The growth
temperatures of the bottom and upper InGaAs layer were 525 and
450 °C, and the growth rate was fixed at 0.7 μm/h, respectively. The
details of the growth procedure are reported elsewhere.31,35,38

Materials Characterization. High-resolution X-ray diffraction
measurements using a Panalytical MRD Pro instrument with PIXcel
and triple axis detection capability were recorded for a determination
of the structural quality and the relaxation state of epitaxial Ge layers.
Cross-sectional and plan-view transmission electron microscopy
analyses were performed to determine the entire laser structure and
defect density within the strained Ge layers. The HR-TEM imaging
was performed using a TITAN transmission electron microscope, and
image processing was performed using Gatan image filtering software.
For this purpose, the electron transparent foil of the thin film cross-

section and plan-view of the selective strained Ge and laser structure
were prepared by a standard polishing technique. The PV-TEM
imaging was performed using a JEOL 2100 transmission electron
microscope. Room-temperature photoluminescence measurements
were performed to determine the band gap of tensile-strained Ge
using a Ti:Sa pulsed laser as a source of excitation with a variable
excitation intensity, as indicated in Figure 8. Both liquid nitrogen
cooled InGaAs and InAs detectors were used to collect the signal
from the sample. The details of the measurement setup and procedure
of collecting data from the sample surface were recently reported.40
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